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Abstract

An everyday growing number of malware variants target end-users and organizations. To reduce the amount of individual malware handling, security analysts apply techniques for finding similarities to cluster samples. A popular clustering method relies on similarity hashing functions, which create short representations of files and compare them to produce a score related to the similarity level between them. Despite the popularity of those functions, the limits of their application to malware samples have not been extensively studied so-far. To help in bridging this gap, we performed a set of experiments to characterize the application of these functions on long-term, realistic malware analysis scenarios. To do so, we introduce SHAVE, an ideal model of similarity hashing-based antivirus engine. The evaluation of SHAVE consisted of applying two distinct hash functions (ssdeep and sdhash) to a dataset of 21 thousand actual malware samples collected over four years. We characterized this dataset based on the performed clustering, and discovered that: (i) smaller groups are prevalent than large ones; (ii) the threshold value chosen may significantly change the conclusions about the prevalence of similar samples in a given dataset; (iii) establishing a ground-truth for similarity hashing functions comparison has its issues, since the clusters originated from traditional AV labeling routines may result from a completely distinct approach; (iv) the application of similarity hashing functions improves traditional AVs’ detection rates by up to 40%; and finally, (v) taking specific binary regions into account (e.g., instructions) leads to better classification results than hashing the entire binary file.

1 Introduction

Antiviruses (AVs) have been the main line of defense against malware infections in the last years, but even the AV industry struggles to provide countermeasures for the exponentially growing number of malware variants released daily [22]. AV companies usually handle the huge amount of newly discovered malware by grouping samples into clusters, then applying the same detection processes to each of them. Thus, companies save time and prevent their analysts from analyzing plenty of similar individual samples. This procedure of complexity reduction is backed by the fact that many samples are created by the same attackers with the same “development model”, which incur in resulting malware that exhibit similar constructs [4].

Identifying malware similarity is as challenging as it is important for defense purposes. Many different approaches have been proposed for similarity identification over time. A popular similarity identification technique is similarity hashing (a.k.a., Approximate Matching [18]), which produces small and compact object representations called digests. The comparison of two objects’ digests using these types of functions produces a value (score) that indicates the level of similarity between those objects; a given threshold determines whether the objects are considered similar to each other or not. Similarity hashing functions became popular due to their greater speed in comparison to the aforementioned related work, thus being implemented by many security companies in their products, servers, and endpoints (e.g., TrendMicro relies on similarity hashing for IoT malware clustering [43], whereas Google applies it for finding malicious apps in its Play Store [28]).

Despite their popularity, the academic literature about similarity hashing functions is still limited, either in number or in the broadness of their use in malware detection. For instance, Pagani et al. [56] presented an extensive evaluation on the application of hash functions for many binary analysis tasks, but the specific case of malware variants was little explored. No available work focuses on the drawbacks of malware analysis, such as threshold definition issues. The literature also does not discuss the limitations, development opportunities, and challenges of similarity hashing application to actual malware samples in real scenarios. Therefore, we decided to investigate these possibilities and fill these gaps with a methodological approach for the application of similarity hashing functions for malware classification and clustering.

We investigate the application of similarity hashing func-
tions for three distinct, independent tasks: (i) characterization of real datasets; (ii) malware detection; and (iii) malware clustering in families. For each one of them, we highlight similarity hashing function’s strong and weak points. For all tasks, since our goal is to evaluate the functions in real scenarios, we used a dataset of 21 thousand distinct real-world malware samples collected during seven years from real infected machines.

For the characterization task, we leverage distinct setups of hashing functions (ssdeep and sdmash) and thresholds (from 0 up to 100%), such that we can explore the best parameters for performing the task at hand. We report a set of exploratory results on the application of hashing functions to malware samples, such as the number of clustered samples, their sizes, and the impact of distinct threshold values on clusters definition. We successfully identified multiple clusters in the real-world dataset, some of which containing up to a hundred samples. We discovered that distinct threshold values might completely change the dataset characterization outcomes by indicating that it presents a low or a high ratio of similar samples. Even worse, there is currently no guideline for such threshold definition, such that distinct researchers choose values in an ad-hoc manner.

For the detection task, we introduce SHAVE (Similarity Hashing AntiVirus Engine), an ideal model of a cloud-based AV with similarity hashing capabilities to evaluate its application to malware samples. By leveraging SHAVE, we discovered that traditional AVs’ detection rates can be increased by up to 40% if the similarity between detected and undetected samples is taken into account. We also discovered that AVs cloud-based architectures might allow that more complex similarity identification routines to be put into practice by applying them only to the cluster’s centroids, instead of to all samples.

For the malware classification task, we compared similarity hashing function’s and traditional AntiVirus’ (AVs) clustering capabilities, since AVs are the most popular solutions for labeling malware. We identified a difficulty to establish a ground-truth for the number and size of clusters reported by the similarity hashing functions. We highlight that it is difficult to compare SHAVE and traditional AVs — the closest-related malware detection solution to this work — since the latter generate clusters based on completely distinct metrics (e.g., behavioral heuristics). We conclude that malware classification is the hardest task to be performed either by using AVs or similarity hashing functions, which is often reflected in the lower metrics scores (accuracy, precision, so on) of these methods, as reported in the paper. In an attempt to increase the classification capabilities, we investigate distinct strategies, such as considering only specific binary excerpts and/or sections. For instance, we investigate the impact of common blocks [47], i.e., common structures that repeat in many objects of the same and different file types, to the similarity scores. We discovered that considering only the 70% most prevalent binary’s instructions slightly increases the overall metrics scores (e.g., accuracy, precision, recall).

Therefore, our results suggest that (i) the adoption of similarity hashing functions is a promising candidate technique to support the development of the next generation of AVs intended to operate along with large-scale demands; but (ii) their application should care about the drawbacks we describe in this study.

Our major goal with this case study is to discuss and suggest mechanisms to increase the confidence and reliability of the malware classification procedures using similarity hashing functions used by malware analysts and forensic experts. In this sense, our contributions in this paper are:

- We propose SHAVE, which presents the concept of a similarity hashing-based AV engine operating solely from a cloud server and with a centralized malware definition repository.
- We evaluate the limits and benefits of applying similarity hashing functions for malware detection and classification in real-world scenarios, investigate the impact of removing common blocks from the similarity scoring, and show the issues of using AV labels as ground-truth from malware clustering.
- We show that using AV labels as ground-truth for malware families clustering is challenging, since labels come from other techniques than similarity hashing functions, producing distinct results.
- We investigate the impact of adapting a forensic common blocks removal approach to the malware similarity identification context so as to allow the most discriminant binary instructions to influence more on the final similarity score rather than common instructions.
- We pinpoint and discuss challenges and opportunities for future work on malware detection and similarity clustering.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present background information on how similarity hashing functions work; In Section 3, we present our experimental methodology and the concept of a similarity hashing-based AntiVirus; In Section 4, we evaluate the application of similarity hashing functions for malware detection and classification in real-world scenarios; In Section 5, we revisit our findings to propose guidelines for the application of similarity hashing function; In Section 6, we discuss the implications of our findings; In Section 7, we present related work to better position our contributions; Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 8.

2 Background

This work’s goal is to evaluate the application of similarity hashing to speed up malware clustering procedures. Therefore, we here present background information on similarity hashing that supported the development of this work and describe the clustering tasks we are tackling using them.
2.1 Similarity Hashing

Traditional hash functions (e.g., MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2) aim to create small and compact object representations (a.k.a., digests) for their unique identification. The main characteristic of hashes is that flipping a single bit in the input drastically changes the output, making possible only the detection of identical objects. To tackle traditional hash limitation, similarity hashing functions were developed to create short object representations and allow the identification of similarity between objects. A small change in the input will reflect in a minor and located variation in the digest, allowing similar objects to be correlated. Another difference between hashes and similarity hashing is that, while hashes produce binary answers for the comparison of two objects (they are identical or not), the other one uses special comparison functions that provide a confidence measure (score) about the similarity of two objects. This score can be in a fixed interval (from 0 to 100) or express dissimilarity (from 0 up to a given limit). A score of 100 (or another value representing the perfect value - maximum similarity) produced by similarity hashes does not mean that the two compared objects are identical in every single byte, but that they have a high degree of similarity.

The digest generation process [45] is composed by a feature extraction (in this case, feature is defined as a sequence of bytes extracted from the object) and a filtering step to reduce the number of produced features. This happens because some tools sometimes extract overlapping features and/or some features are weak and should not be considered due to an increase in false positives (e.g., a sequence of zeros). The interpretation of the final result varies according to the tool; some use fixed threshold values to declare similarity; others produce percentage values.

Similarity hashing is widely applied in the digital forensic field, where practitioners use them to find similar data in multiple contexts [61, 31], including the location of malware variants, the topic of this work. Although these functions are formally known as Approximate Matching [18], we opted for using the term similarity hashing for the rest of this work since it is most known in the malware community.

The Multiple Similarity Hashing Functions. Many tools implement the concepts of similarity hashes and it is hard to cover all of them in a single research effort. Therefore, we limited our analysis to the most popular solutions. Table 1 shows a sampling of the most recent papers available in popular publisher’s (ACM, IEEE, Elsevier) repositories. Our findings suggest ssdeep and sdhash as the targets of most research works in the literature. Besides, these two functions were also scrutinized in many research papers (see next paragraphs) and are well accepted by the community.

In the following paragraphs, we summarize the use and the operation of these two well known tools (ssdeep and sdhash) which are the target of constant research and the focus of this paper. A detailed analysis of their internal aspects is presented in [42].

ssdeep is a popular similarity hashing function used in multiple contexts. It implements the Content Triggered Piecewise Hashing (CTPH) concept to detect content similarity at the bytewise level. ssdeep creates variable size blocks with the aid of a rolling hash algorithm to determine when blocks start and stop (set boundaries) based on a (random) value obtained from a fixed-size window that moves through the input byte-by-byte. Next, all blocks produced are hashed using an FNV hash function [52], and the six least significant bits of each hash are encoded in a Base64 character; the digest is the concatenation of all characters. The similarity is assessed with ssdeep by using an Edit Distance function [68] that counts the minimum number of operations required to transform one digest into the other, producing a value (score) indicating similarity; it ranges from 0 (dissimilarity) to 100 (perfect match). No threshold is used by ssdeep; all comparisons with score > 0 are considered as similar. More information about the whole process of creating and comparing digests can be found in [36].

sdhash is another similarity hashing function that operates in the bytewise level to detect similarity between objects [60]. In short, sdhash aims to identify statistically improbable features in objects (i.e., unique ones) and mapping them into similarity digests. A feature in this context is a β-bytes sequence (64 by default) extracted from the object, and those which have the lowest empirical probability of being encountered by chance (based on their Shannon entropy) are selected to represent the object. Next, all selected features are hashed using SHA-1 and stored into bloom filters [10]. Each filter can store at most 160 features; in case a filter reaches its capacity, a new one is created. The final object digest is the sequence of all bloom filters. The similarity of two digests is measured by comparing the set of bloom filters against each other; a normalized score is returned in the range of 0 (no similarity) to 100 (very similar or identical). Roussev, V. and Quates, C. [63] suggests the use of a threshold t value of 21 to define when objects are similar since comparisons with lower scores tend to produce many false positives, although this threshold was not evaluated in the malware detection context. Many studies have been developed to improve sdhash efficiency [34] and precision [47, 45]. In this work, we adopt a new version of sdhash called J-sdhash [45], since it adopts a new comparison function that is more precise and whose results are easier to interpret, as they are expressed in the terms of the real similarity shared between objects.

Table 1: Recently Published Works. ssdeep and sdhash are the most popular functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>ssdeep</th>
<th>sdhash</th>
<th>TLSH</th>
<th>myhash</th>
<th>Lempel-ziv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shiel et al.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarantinos et.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagani et al.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azab et al.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naik et al.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raff et al.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Malware Clustering & Similarity

The presented functions can be applied to many classification tasks and over any type of binary. Malware analysis is one of the most popular tasks for similarity hashing functions and therefore our focus in this work. Malware classification tasks can be divided into three types:

1. **Malware Family Clustering:** In this task, a set of binaries reported as malicious (with no malware family label) are classified into clusters of similar binaries (malware families). The goal is to label them into $N$ clusters that maximize their similarities, generating family labels for future classification and remediation tasks. Note that this step is similar to unsupervised learning in machine learning, given that there are no labels involved in the process of generating labels for unknown samples [8].

2. **Malware Detection:** In this task, unknown binaries are classified into a cluster of either malware or goodware samples. The goal is to identify whether the unknown binary is malicious or not based on a set of known malware and goodware samples, similar to a supervised learning process [8].

3. **Family Classification:** In this task, a binary reported as malicious is classified into clusters of similar known labeled malware binaries (malware families). This task’s goal is to separate malware samples belonging to one family from another, thus allowing the development of targeted remediation procedures. This approach should not be confused with malware family clustering. In the hereby described task, family labels are available for the known malware binaries (e.g., assigned by previous antivirus checks), as in any training set of supervised learning approaches [8].

Similarity hash functions present distinct drawbacks and outcomes when applied for clustering, detection, and classification. In this work, we explore the three scenarios to investigate their advantages and constraints.

3 Methodology

In this section, we present the adopted scientific methodology on the malware clustering experiments and the dataset considered in them. Whereas we do not claim our scientific methodology to be immediately applied by practitioners, we expect it to be adapted to be applied in conjunction with other existing forensic methodologies (e.g., [40, 3]).

3.1 Dataset Selection

Our goal in this work is to evaluate the application of similarity hashing for clustering malware samples in real-world scenarios. To this end, we searched for a dataset of real malware samples. We considered the dataset characterized in [11] as representative of a real scenario, because it covers a time frame of seven years of in-the-wild malware samples collected from infected user’s machines by a security company. This dataset has already been proven to be challenging to other classification tasks [7, 21] such that we believe it might highlight challenges to malware classification using similarity hashing functions as well. This dataset is composed of multiple file types, either executable ones (e.g., EXEs and DLL written in C, CPLs written in Delphi, and code compiled from .Net), or script-based ones (e.g., VBS, Javascript, so on). We selected for our evaluation only the executable binary files present in the dataset, which resulted in a total of 20986 files considered in this study. These binaries are spread over more than 100 distinct family clusters (according to AV’s labels), with 53% of them being “Downloaders” or “Password Stealers” variations. Around 40% of all samples are packed (50% of them with UPX and other 50% with multiple, distinct packers). We did not filter obfuscated samples out to demonstrate their impact over analyses in a real inspection case.

To assess the False Positive (FP) rates of the classification procedures, we also applied the tools to a set of legitimate binaries (goodware) that are divided into two classes: (i) 2870 Executable binaries and DLL files retrieved from a fresh Windows 8/x64 installation; and (ii) the 2,935 most downloaded binaries from popular software repositories (e.g., CNET) in 2019. The applications were described in a previous study [12]. All goodware files were checked using the VirusTotal service to ensure they were downloaded free of bundled malware.

3.2 Clustering Criteria

The considered similarity hashing tools show the similarity between the files $A$ and $B$ in a pairwise manner, but they do not cluster these files automatically. Thus, we parsed their outputs to create the clusters by ourselves. When clustering the files, it is natural to think about transitivity: if $A$ and $B$ are similar and $B$ and $C$ are similar, then $A$ and $C$ should be similar too. Unfortunately, this might not hold for all files, since they might share distinct code portions. Therefore, we need to choose a criteria to include or not these files into a given cluster. In this work, we decided to include the three files of the aforementioned example in the same cluster whenever the similarity between $A$ and $B$ and $B$ and $C$ are greater or equal to the considered threshold for a given experiment.

3.3 AV ground-truth

AntiVirus (AVs) are the most popular defense against malware. Therefore, in this work, we consider AV detection results for ground-truth evaluation experiments. All samples hereby reported as malware were labeled as such by at least one AV engine after the sample’s submission to the VirusTotal service [70]. In addition to detection rates, we also considered the labels attributed to the samples by the AVs as ground-truth for family clustering experiments. Moreover, we normalized all labels to avoid inconsistency issues [65] whenever the experiments required it. For instance, samples
reported as belonging to the W32/Delf.A and W32/Delf.B families were assigned to the same cluster. In the case of “Generic” labels, we assigned the samples to a new cluster to reflect the fact that AV analysts will have to manually inspect the “unknown” samples. Depending on the experiment goal, singleton clusters are discarded. All labels were retrieved in Dec/2019 and attempts to reproduce our results should refer to these scans, as AV labels may change over time [13].

3.4 The Ideal AV Model

All experiments are described in this paper as if they were applied in the light of an ideal, Similarity Hashing-based AV Engine (SHAVE). The reliance on similarity hashing functions allows us not only to match identical binaries (100% similarity), as in typical signature-based detection schemes, but also extend AV detection capabilities to detect samples based on partial matches. We restricted our threat model to signature-based AVs to not bias our results with influences of other detection mechanisms, such as heuristic detectors. The ideal AV engine is structured in a client-server architecture. The client running on the user’s endpoints triggers inspection procedures according to user demands and uploads the digest of the suspicious file to the server running on the cloud. The server is responsible for effectively implementing the detection logic, which, in the case of this work, relies on similarity metrics. The server compares the suspicious digest against a previously built database of similarity digests having multiple known threats and reports the similarity score. The suspicious file is considered as malicious or not according to the established threshold. This can be configured either on the client or server-side. The major advantage of the considered approach is that the AV only uploads a digest to the cloud instead of an entire file, unlike some cloud-based AV solutions. This allows preserving user’s privacy and saving network traffic. The centralized database also allows instant malware definition updates, as these do not need to be distributed to endpoints via the Internet. Therefore, each scan request is always performed against the latest version of the malicious digest database. Whereas the experiment presented in Section 4 justify SHAVE’s viability, we do not expect it to be adopted isolated as in our experiments, but in conjunction with traditional AV solutions.

4 Experiments & Results

In this section, we present and discuss the experiments performed to evaluate the feasibility of leveraging similarity hashing function for multiple, distinct malware-related tasks. More precisely, we first describe the characteristics presented by similarity hashing functions when characterizing a real dataset of malware samples. We further evaluate whether this type of function allows one to cluster unknown binaries to separate them into malicious and goodware samples. We finally evaluate whether one can leverage this approach to identify distinct malware families.

4.1 Characterizing a Real Dataset: Malware Family Clustering

An immediate application for similarity hashing functions is to characterize an unknown dataset regarding the number of malware families and their sizes, which allows analysts to make inferences about the given scenario, such as how active and diverse it is. Dataset characterization, however, is not a straightforward task, but depends on multiple factors. In this work, we are interested in shedding light on some of them. In particular, we considered two main affecting factors: (i) the used similarity hash function; and (ii) the similarity threshold value.

The used similarity hash function directly affects the final result as each function is developed using different techniques (see Section 2) and thus output a distinct similarity score. Pagani et al. [56] identified that the \texttt{sdhash} function outperforms the popular \texttt{ssdeep} when applied to their dataset of collected samples. We here applied these same functions classes\footnote{We used \texttt{J-sdhash} instead of the original \texttt{sdhash} version} to a dataset of malware samples collected in-the-wild to evaluate whether this conclusion holds in broader scopes.

The threshold value affects the result because it conceptually defines when a sample is considered similar to another. Failures in adopting a proper threshold value might lead to False Positives (FPs) or False Negatives (FNs) in the case of malware detectors and/or classifiers. In the following, we discuss the extent of the influence of the threshold value in the overall dataset characterization.

The similarity hash functions. We evaluated the impact of distinct similarity hash functions by applying them to the dataset described in Section 3. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show, respectively, the relative number of clustered samples and the total number of identified clusters by the two similarity hash functions according to the threshold variation (from 0 to 100). Figure 1 shows that the tighter the considered threshold, the fewer samples are identified as similar. \texttt{J-sdhash} slightly outperforms \texttt{ssdeep} for all thresholds, which confirms Pagani’s results. Figure 2 clarifies that, when using laxer thresholds, the similarity hashing functions not only add more samples to already-existing clusters (which could be due to False Positives), but they indeed generate more clusters to host samples whose similarity was not identified using distinct thresholds. From an incident response perspective, it brings two significant advantages: (i) the more samples are identified as similar, the faster they can be handled by a uniform procedure; and (ii) having more specific clusters allows more fine-grained incident response.

\begin{tcolorbox}[colback=green!5!white]
\textbf{Finding #1:} The J-SDHASH tool covers more samples and generates more clusters than the SSDEEP tool, thus easing malware triaging.
\end{tcolorbox}

The threshold. The threshold value is key for a good classification analysis, but it seems there is no consensus in the literature about which is the ideal value. One can find related work suggesting values of 5 [62], 20 [43], and 90 [27]. In practice, researchers end up adopting ad-hoc threshold
values among the ones considered in our experiments, since there is currently no guideline for the threshold definition. Understanding and defining threshold criteria is an important open research question because the variation on the number of clusters and clustered samples in some scenarios might be expressive enough to lead to contradictory conclusions. For instance, in the considered dataset, on the one hand, a lax threshold of 50% or less (Figure 1) would support the conclusion that more than 50% of the dataset is composed of malware variants (a scenario with few but very active attackers, as discussed below). On the other hand, a strict threshold value of 100% (Figure 1) would support the conclusion that less than a third of the dataset is composed of similar samples (a scenario with more but less active attackers, as discussed below). Therefore, researchers should (i) define a clear threshold for their experiments instead of adopting default settings; and (ii) avoid comparing datasets using distinct thresholds. In the following, we discuss additional criteria for threshold definition.

**Finding #2:** Distinct threshold values might lead to completely opposite conclusions about the characteristics of the same dataset.

To better understand the impact of multiple threshold values, we took a look at the cluster size distribution in addition to the number of clustered samples. The cluster size distribution allows understanding and inferring multiple characteristics of the observed dataset. One can, for instance, leverage the number of distinct identified malware families as a proxy for the number of attackers distributing malware samples and/or attack sources: the greater the number of distinct clusters, the greater the chance that the associated malware samples were generated by distinct attackers. Alternatively, one could use the sizes of the clusters as a proxy for characterizing how active the attackers are: the greater the number of samples in a cluster, the greater the chance that the attacker remained active for a long time generating new malware variants.

We evaluated how clusters are distributed for the distinct threshold values. Figure 3 illustrates the cluster size distribution when the 50% threshold is applied. We notice that small clusters (e.g., sized 2, with most samples being associated with at most one other sample) are more prevalent than large clusters, thus indicating a variety of malware threats. This characteristic also holds for all other threshold values we investigated. It was also reported in previous studies [27], thus indicating it is a typical characteristic of real malware datasets and that it can be observed regardless of the considered threshold value.

Our experiments revealed that the threshold change affects both the maximum number of samples attributed to a single cluster as well as the size of the largest identified cluster. These factors are associated, since the threshold change “moves” samples back and forth from new clusters to already-existing ones. For instance, our experiments show that the clusters sized 2 are the prevalent ones for all threshold values, as shown in Figure 4, even though their number is reduced for tighter threshold values. This happens because the use of tighter thresholds implies that some samples will be

---

2 chosen randomly as a single example due to space constraints
not be considered as enough similar anymore, thus being removed from any cluster. This suggests that laxer thresholds are more suitable for tasks that require maximizing the sample’s coverage by the similarity hash function.

Our experiments also show that the size of the largest clusters also change when tighter threshold are considered, as shown in Figure 5. This happens because tighter thresholds tend to divide single, large clusters into multiple, smaller ones, according to the samples that best match themselves. This suggests that tighter thresholds are more suitable for tasks that require sample’s clusters to be highly specialized.

More specifically, two classes of analysis tasks require distinct cluster characteristics to operate with. When triaging malware, it is desired to have the greatest coverage possible to minimize the processing costs; When applying remediation procedures, it is desired to have the most similar clusters possible to apply the correct, specialized vaccines to them. Therefore, we conclude that there is not a single threshold value that applies to all tasks, but that smaller threshold values should be used for malware triaging and higher thresholds for remediation procedures. For both cases, we observed that the J-stdhash function outperformed the ssdeep function for all threshold values. In the following subsections, we dig deeper into these tasks.

Finding #3: Smaller thresholds are more interesting for malware triaging and larger thresholds are more interesting for remediation.

4.2 Detecting New Threats: Malware Detection

A common way to detect malware is to check whether an unknown binary clusters to a set of known malware binaries, according to the considered clustering criteria. We here discuss how similarity hashing functions can assist in this task. For all the following presented experiments, the modified stdhash function (J-stdhash) was considered, as it was the one that produced the greatest variety of clusters in the experiments presented in the previous section.

AV Detection Rates Increase using Similarity Information. Antiviruses (AVs) often perform their clustering tasks using deterministic signatures, which is reasonably effective (95% of all samples in the real dataset were detected by at least one AV). Our hypothesis is that similarity hashing functions could also be used for this task and perform better. In the following, we present an evaluation of how AV’s detection rates could be individually increased by considering binary’s structural similarity information. We evaluated the detection rate when looking at the similarity between a known malware sample and a suspicious sample. More specifically, we searched for a tuple of samples (A,B) that either A or B was detected by a given AV solution (but not both) and the similarity between A and B is greater than a predefined threshold. All experiments were performed using the same aforementioned dataset and all AV solutions available in the VirusTotal service were considered.

Figure 6: AV Detection Increase when considering binary similarity. Similarity effectively increases AV detection.

Figure 6 shows the detection rate increase according to the multiple thresholds for the most affected AVs—i.e., the AVs which would most increase their detection rates if similarity
hashing capabilities were added to them. As expected, the laxer the threshold, the more samples are considered similar to known malware and thus the greater the detection rate increase. We notice that even when a tight threshold of 100% is considered (which requires the known malware and the unknown payload to be 100% compatible—even though not 100% equal), the detection rate keeps increasing, thus showing that there is room for improvements in AV detection strategies and capabilities (such as by using similarity hashing functions).

**Finding #4:** The use of similarity hashing functions by AV increases their detection capabilities in practice.

Whereas increasing the detection rate via the application of similarity hashing functions is possible, and even very significant in the presented cases, it is important to highlight that distinct AVs will be affected distinctly, according to their engine’s weaknesses and capabilities. Figure 7 presents a landscape of the detection rate increase for the multiple AVs present in the Virustotal service. We notice that all AVs were positively affected, even though by a small factor.

The case for False Positives. We are not aware of AV solutions using similarity hashing functions in the same way as proposed in this work, although our results suggest that adopting this approach is a promising way of increasing malware detection. This fact raised the concern if any limitations were preventing AVs from adopting this type of operation mode. We hypothesized that a plausible explanation could be an increase in the False Positive (FP) rates when similarity scores were considered—i.e. if the laxer thresholds were resulting in goodware samples being considered similar to malware samples. To evaluate that possibility, we repeated the same experiments as described above but now considering the two datasets of goodware samples previously described in Section 3.

Table 2 shows the FP rate (regarding the detection by any Virustotal’s AV) for distinct threshold values in the two datasets. Around one out of four samples result on a FP when using the minimum threshold value of similarity supported (threshold > 0, 1%). Increasing the threshold considerably decreases the FP rate. A threshold of 50% decreases the FP rate to 1%. If we consider that a perfect compatibility score (100% threshold) between known malware and suspicious payloads is required to classify a payload as malicious, we observe an almost negligible FP rate while still allowing AV detection rates to increase, as previously shown. Therefore, our findings show that FP is not a limitation for the application of similarity scores to increase AV’s malware detection.

**Finding #5:** A threshold of 50% is the best trade-off between TP and FNs when using a similarity hashing function to assist AV detections.

Similarity Hashing Functions Performance. The major advantage of the signature-based approaches adopted by many AVs is that they are very fast. Similarity hashing functions are more complex than traditional hash functions—J-sdhash even requires the application of a traditional hash function as part of its operation (see Section 2), thus imposing a greater processing load. We, therefore, evaluated whether the greater performance impact could be a limitation for their application in real-world scenarios. For such, we measured the throughput of distinct similarity and traditional hash functions when inputted with real malware samples. All experiments were performed on a 64GB, Intel Xeon E5-2620 2.00GHz CPU running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.

Table 3 and Table 4 show the average throughput (hashes per second) while hashing the entire malware dataset described in Section 3 using distinct hash functions, considering, respectively, the CPU Time (actual processing time) and the Wall Time (total time spent). We notice that for all cases the throughput reported using CPU Time is an order of magnitude greater than Wall Time, thus showing that the time taken to load the hash database to memory is not negligible (which is key for an AV).

**Finding #6:** Similarity hashing-based AVs should not neglect the cost of loading the signature database in memory to operate even though they might reduce the database size by condensing similar file’s signatures.

We observed that all the traditional hash functions presented greater throughput than the similarity hash functions, which shows that the distinct performance rates are due to the distinct nature of the functions rather than particular implementation decisions. We also observed that the previously shown increase in J-sdhash’s similarity results in comparison to ssdeep’s is obtained via a decrease in its performance. This result suggests that whereas the J-sdhash function should be selected in unconstrained scenarios (e.g., offline analyses) due to its higher classification capabilities (shown in the previous subsection), the ssdeep function is a better option for performance-limited scenarios (e.g., real-time operation), since it provides a ≈ 4 times greater throughput without losing ≈ 4 times classification power.

**Finding #7:** Whereas J-sdhash is a better choice for unconstrained scenarios, ssdeep is a better choice for performance-limited scenarios.

Similarity hashing performance and AV databases. In addition to performance penalties when hashing individual files, similarity hashing functions also do not scale well naturally (i.e., without a proper approach/protocol), which might be prohibitive for an AV company trying to establish a database of known malware hashes. Figure 8 shows the spent time to naively match a file against the totality of a growing database, up to the limit of the entire malware dataset. This simulates the addition of newly-discovered samples to an AV company database, as AV companies often perform in traditional hash-based procedures. This kind of growth might seems prohibitive at a first glance.

The viability of leveraging similarity hashing functions in real-world cases is only highlighted when we consider that...
Figure 7: **Overall AV Comparison.** Distinct AVs increase their detection rates differently.

Table 2: **False Positive Analysis.** Few goodware samples are mistakenly flagged as malicious.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Win/Sys32</th>
<th>Repositories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0+%</td>
<td>50+%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPs</td>
<td>27.30%</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: **Hash Functions Throughput Comparison.**

Hashes per second considering CPU processing time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J-sdhash</td>
<td>948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssdeep</td>
<td>2475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA512</td>
<td>5146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA256</td>
<td>5651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>9777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA1</td>
<td>11110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: **Hash Functions Throughput Comparison.**

Hashes per second considering Wall time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J-sdhash</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssdeep</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA512</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA256</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA1</td>
<td>787</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

they do not need to perform the same number of comparisons as traditional hash functions to produce the same result. Whereas typical hash functions would require the comparison of all thousand files present in the dataset to check whether any of them is malicious, a similarity hash function would require checking only the centroids of the corresponding clusters, thus reducing the problem space by a magnitude order. This is possible because any sample in the dataset is similar at least to its cluster centroid by construction. Therefore, to a similarity hash-based AV to be practical in terms of performance, a good clustering approach at the server-side is required.

There are distinct approaches to accelerate the digest search for large databases. The strategies might cover databases in up to $O(n \cdot \log(n))$ or $O(n)$ comparisons, depending on the chosen strategy and the problem constraints (more information about these strategies can be found in [48]). However, a common drawback of all these approaches is that they consider an already-built, fixed-size database, which is not the case of AV companies, that build their databases as soon as new samples are being discovered.

To better understand the impact of centroids selection on AV’s performance, we evaluated how fast a reference dataset (the AV database) can be covered in practice, again simulating an AV company creating a digest database, adding more samples to it, and querying it for detection. For such, we considered a DBSCAN-like algorithm that takes a new sample (randomly chosen for the sake of the experiment) and clusters it to an existing cluster in the AV company’s database if the score is above the predefined threshold, or creates a new cluster if not. This type of approach has been previously used along with other similarity hash functions [32, 71] and we are here extending it to operate along with J-sdhash. In a real operation, this procedure is indefinitely repeated for every new incoming sample. In our experiment, the procedure repeats until all clusters (with regards to the non-probabilistic ground-truth) are formed. We considered 100 repetitions of this algorithm while initializing it in random states.

Figure 8: **Matching Time.** The matching time of similarity hashing function grows exponentially.
The average results presented in Figure 9 show that the performance gains are greater as the laxer the thresholds. When a 50% threshold value is considered, the match against ≈ a third of the dataset is enough to cover all samples. In other words, if an AV company had built its database using ≈ a third of the samples we considered in the experiment, it would be able to detect the remaining two-thirds due to their similarity with the ≈ one-third of centroids. When the threshold value is increased to its limit (100%), around 70% of the samples are required to achieve full coverage. In other words, the AV company should have access to 70% of the samples to detect the remaining 30% of the samples. This result is explained by the fact that when a strict match is considered, the result is bounded by the great number of clusters sized two, as shown in the previous sections, thus requiring more checks to cover all clusters. Therefore, the larger the reference clusters, the better the performance of the AV scanning schema.

Finding #8: A good threshold selection allows an AV database that covers the full reference dataset to be developed with only a third of the reference samples.

4.3 Response & Remediation: Malware Family Classification

In addition to detecting malware, AVs also try to classify them in families. This is essential to label the threats and allows incident response procedures and remediation (in the ideal scenario). As for malware detection, previously presented, we also hypothesized that similarity hashing functions could assist AVs in this task. In the following, we present our findings.

AV Ground-truth is hard. The first step to evaluate whether similarity hashing functions are good for malware family clustering is to adopt a ground-truth, i.e., to identify which families malware samples actually belong to. In our experiments, we used the most adopted strategy in the literature: the reliance on AVs labels. We consider this choice reasonable since although there are alternatives for malware labeling (see Section 7), AVs are often the only immediately available tool for most analysts. Notice that having to rely on a third party to label similar samples is the case for most real-world datasets (including ours) where there is no previous information about the sample’s similarity.

To evaluate AV’s agreement with the similarity hash functions results, we considered two cases: individual AV’s classification capabilities, and the classification capabilities by an AV committee. For such, we modeled two hypothetical AVs from the labels assigned by VirusTotal’s AV engines. The first AV we modeled is an “ideal” AV that confirms that two samples are really similar whenever two labels assigned by any VirusTotal AVs agree (even if the labels are provided by distinct AVs); The second AV we modeled considers the case of an “average” AV that confirms that the samples are similar whenever two labels assigned by the same VirusTotal AV agree (for the same AVs).

Finding #9: An AV committee is able to confirm the similarity results presented by the functions, but individual AVs are not.

A significant factor limiting the performance of the average AV is that AVs often generate “generic” labels. When it happens, one has to either try to cluster the generic sample
anyway or generate a new cluster for the unknown sample. In both cases, the correctness of the clustering process is affected, either due to False Positives or False Negatives. Using a committee mitigates this problem by diluting the responsibility on the decision procedure, since it is very unlikely that all AVs will present generic labels at the same time. Thus, relying on the AVs diversity mitigates the generic labeling problem.

The average result is highlighted when we observe the differences between individual AVs when clustering the samples. Figure 11 shows the AVs that clustered most malware samples into families and the number of clusters identified by each one of these solutions. We notice that each solution identified a distinct number of clusters, thus showing that they rely on distinct criteria for the sample’s classification.

Figure 11: Number of clusters generated by different AV solutions. Each AV solution generates a distinct number of clusters.

Figure 12 shows the cluster size distribution for the AV that most clustered samples. The observed distribution is clearly different from the distributions obtained using the similarity hash functions (shown in Section 4.1, with a huge prevalence of clusters sized 2 and without a thousand-sized cluster), even when considering the multiple evaluated threshold values. This result also suggests that the AV relies on a distinct method for malware clustering than the use of a similarity hash function.

Finding #10: The criteria used by AVs to classify samples as similar is completely different from the used by the similarity hashing functions.

The Root of AV labels. Given the identified heterogeneous results, we started investigating which types of clustering mechanisms were used by the AV solutions. Table 5 shows the most popular labels assigned to the largest clusters. We discovered that AVs have been labeling samples according to heuristics, which flag samples as similar when they are all matched using the same rule, regardless of their structural similarity. We can observe, for instance, that many samples are classified in the same “AutoIt” family, which means that all malware samples were created using this same framework. This label, however, does not provide any information about the structural similarity between these samples. Other samples were grouped in the “Themida” cluster, which means that they were all packed using this same solution. Unfortunately, this label cannot say much about the similarity or behavior of the embedded payloads.

Table 5: Tencent Cluster’s Labels. The AV clusters samples based on heuristics and not on binary similarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Samples (#)</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Samples (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delf</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>AutoIt</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Heur</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themida</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rogue</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding #11: AVs flag samples as similar when they present the same file packaging and/or when are packed with the same solution, regardless of their content.

The Impact of Packing. The previous results show that AV labels are based on binary packing. This might significantly affect detection and labeling since malware often uses packers to hide their payloads from analysts and analysis tools. Given the potential impact of packing over malware classification, we decided to investigate what happens when similarity hashing functions are applied to packed samples. Ideally, we would like to check all packed samples, but there is no automatic unpacking solution for all type of packers identified in the samples of our dataset. Thus, we limited our analysis to UPX [53], a popular open-source packer, since it packed 50% of all packed samples of our dataset.

Figure 13 shows the comparison on the relative number of unpacked and UPX-packed malware samples clustered by the sdhash function. We first notice that the unpacked versions are more clustered than the packed versions, which shows that the packing tool can hide some sample’s common characteristics. The tighter the selected threshold, the greater the relative difference in the number of packed and
unpacked samples, as the impact of the few common characteristics identified by the similarity hashing functions is less weighted. Nevertheless, packing similar samples does not completely eliminate the capabilities of hashing functions to cluster them. This happens because similar samples packed with the same solution result in similarly packed binaries, which are then clustered. The "identical" curve shows the matching rate of the same samples in their packed and unpacked versions (discarding non-original samples similar to them). We notice that the packer significantly changes the binary structure, such that most packed samples are very distinct from their original versions. This allows us to conclude that the samples that were clustered by the similarity hashing functions in their packed versions are not similar with their own unpacked versions, but to multiple packed variants of themselves distributed by the attackers.

**Finding #12:** Malware packing with UPX significantly reduces clustering capabilities but does not completely eliminate its application to same-packer variants.

Figure 14: Average Packed Sample’s Similarity Scheme. Cross-comparisons should be avoided.

Figure 14 summarizes the similarity scheme we identified for the majority of the inspected samples. Notice that this result does not imply that all packers will present this same characteristic when generating malware variants. Packers that perform distinct transformations for each run (e.g., crypters that use distinct keys) might generate distinct variants from the same original code.

**AVs Agreement.** A drawback resulting from the differences between our approach for similarity hashing clustering for family identification and the current methods leveraged by AVs to label samples is that these two outcomes cannot be directly compared. If they are, a low agreement between the samples considered similar by the hash function and the AV is observed. In this work, we understand the label agreement of a given cluster as the ratio of the samples in the cluster that present the same label. For instance, if all samples in a given cluster defined according to the similarity hash function scores present the same AV labels, their agreement is 100%. If 2 out of 3 samples in the same cluster present the same AV label, their agreement is 66%. If all samples present distinct AV labels, their agreement is zero. Ideally, we would like that the similarity hashing functions and the AVs presented perfect cluster and label agreement rates (100% of agreement for the labels of 100% of all clusters).

Figure 15: Agreement between the clusters generated by the AV and by J-sdhash. We notice that most samples clustered by J-sdhash present divergent AV labels.

Figure 15 shows the fraction of clusters that presented a perfect label agreement rate for distinct thresholds. For a strict threshold of 100%, if we consider all samples in the dataset, the average agreement ratio is 50%, i.e., 50% of all clusters agree 100% in their sample’s labels. Whereas this is not a very high value, it is still surprising, since it seems to contradict the previously presented difference on the cluster distribution for distinct thresholds (Figure 3). We then realized that this result was biased by the large number of small clusters, with two samples only (Figure 4), which tend to agree more due to their low intra-cluster diversity. The agreement ratio of clusters with three or more samples is around only 20%, thus showing that using AV labels as ground-truth for cluster labeling is a challenging task. This same phenomenon was observed when we varied the threshold.
Finding #13: The direct application of AV labels over similarity hashing functions-generated clusters leads to low intra-cluster label agreement rates.

On the positive side, the tighter the threshold, the greater the label agreement, thus showing that the clusters tend to be more specific, thus more similar, in these cases. This confirms our finding 2 about the best suitability of tighter thresholds for remediation procedures rather than triaging.

Selecting individual AVs. Despite the presented limitations, we cannot completely discard individual AVs as labeling tools for two reasons: (i) they are still the only solution available to label unknown payloads in many scenarios; and (ii) many experiments can only be validated by using a consistent evaluation tool. For instance, similarity hashing function’s classification improvements can only be properly validated by using the same AV as ground-truth, otherwise, one cannot ensure that a better classification result is due to the proposed function improvement rather due to the reported matching of the file against a distinct AV part of a committee.

Face to this scenario, it is essential to develop criteria for selecting an AV for the experiment development. Since our ultimate goal is to evaluate the similarity hashing function, we proposing that the AV that most resembles the similarity hashing function results should be selected. Thus, we propose that we should consider the usual metrics of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score for comparing their outputs. In our context, a TP occurs when the AV assigns the same labels to two samples that the similarity hashing function considered similar. A TN occurs when the AV assigns distinct labels to two samples that the similarity hashing function considered non-similar. A FP occurs when the AV assigns the same labels to two samples that the similarity hashing function considered non-similar. A FN occurs when AV assigns distinct labels to two samples that the similarity hashing function considered similar.

The first hypothesis that comes up in everybody’s minds for selecting an AV is that the AV which detects most samples is also the one that best clusters them. However, this might not hold for all cases. In our experiments, AVG was the AV that most detected samples, but the use of its labels for clustering purposes resulted in poor accuracy rates, as shown in Figure 16.

Finding #14: The AV that detects most samples is not necessarily the one that best clusters them.

To identify the AV that actually best fits the similarity hashing function, we repeated the experiment to compare the metrics for all VirusTotal’s AVs. Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 show, respectively, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-scores for the AVs that best performed in our evaluations. The NANO AV was the one that achieved the best scores for all metrics.

We notice that the accuracy values grow in the 0-30% range, which might be due to TP or TN increase. However, AV labels seem to impose an upper bound after the 30% value, which prevents the metric from growing significantly. Precision values confirm that TP also increases in this range, which is explained by the similarity hashing function generating clusters of more similar samples as tighter the threshold, as previously presented. However, this same characteristic make recall values to lower as the threshold increases, because the similarity hashing function stops clustering together samples that the AV labels state as similar. As previously shown, this behavior is due to the broad heuristic and generic labels assigned by the AVs to cover samples packed in the same format despite its content. The F1-score metric weights these findings and shows that the best results are achieved for intermediate threshold values. We notice that the F1-score for the 100% threshold is low because whereas it correctly labels very similar samples, it leaves all the generic, heuristic-labeled samples out of the clusters.

In other words, we observe that, despite all challenges, some AVs can present a reasonable trade-off between TPs and FPs, depending on the considered threshold values. The balance is completely tied to the way that the AV labels the samples. For instance, more conservative AVs will cluster fewer samples as similar than similarity hash functions, thus raising the number of false negatives and limiting the precision rate. Thus, in practice, the AV drawbacks when labeling samples turns into an upper bound for the performance rates.

Finding #15: Choosing the AV that best fit similarity hashing function results is the best choice for individual ground-truth, but this might impose an upper bound limitation to the evaluation metrics.

The Root of Similarity. Once we identified the nature of the labels assigned by the AVs and the AV solution that best fits the similarity hashing function’s behavior, we started investigating the nature of the similarity matches at the byte-wise level. This task requires us to split the files into parts to identify which one of them contributes most to the similarity score. A natural choice for such splitting is to consider the natural organization of executable binary files in sections. In this study, we considered Windows malware samples, that
Figure 17: **Whole Binary Accuracy**
AV Clustering Accuracy vs Similarity Score

Figure 18: **Whole Binary Precision**
AV Clustering Precision vs Similarity Score

Figure 19: **Whole Binary Recall**
AV Clustering Recall vs Similarity Score

Figure 20: **Whole Binary F1 Score**
AV Clustering F1 Score vs Similarity Score
are distributed via the Portable Executable (PE) [58] file format. The PE format is very flexible and does not define fixed section names and permissions, such each sample might present its own combination. To triage all possibilities, we started by investigating all sections presented by the binaries, as summarized in Table 6.

We discovered that the diversity in binary sections is due to the attacker's implementation choices. Thus, each section represents a distinct implementation decision and has a distinct goal. For instance, whereas "text" sections often implement malicious actions by themselves (instructions), data sections are often used to carry payloads injected by third parties. Similarly, sections such as "UPX" are used mainly to store the packing decompression stub. As each section's goals are distinct, the sample's matching rates when considering each one of them is different as well, even if using the same J-sdhash tool, as shown in Figure 21. As expected, each implementation choice led to a distinct matching rate. Even distinct packers sections, such as UPX and Themida, resulted in distinct matching rates.

Finding #16: Each binary section implements a distinct part of the malicious behavior and thus present a distinct similarity score.

Considering this finding, it is straightforward to hypothesize that separating the distinct sections according to their goals (e.g., the instructions that implement a malicious behavior and the malicious payloads stored as data) might lead to greater similarity metrics. However, there is still a challenge to be considered: Whereas the differences in the matching rates in the distinctly named sections are suggestive, they can only be confirmed by understanding the attributes of each section. As the PE format does not specify any strict rule for section naming, a section named "data" by a malware sample could store in fact instructions, since the same instruction at distinct positions leads to better similarity metrics scores. Finding #17:

Separating instructions from data sections leads to better similarity metrics scores.

We notice that both the instruction-only as well as the data-only sections outperformed the original baseline, thus showing that mixing instruction and data make similarity detection harder. We believe that in the future when similarity hashing function-based approaches become mainstream, this fact might be purposely exploited by attackers to lower the similarity score of their released malware variants. We consider this a plausible hypothesis since many attackers already mix code and data to fool disassemblers [15].

Increasing Matching Rates. The previous results have shown that instruction sections are the most discriminant binary components for family clustering procedures using similarity hashing functions. This is reasonable as the instruction sequences present in the binaries are responsible for causing harm and thus characterizing a binary as malicious. Therefore, instructions are a natural focus of any strategy to enhance the classification performance of the functions.

In the forensics context, researchers discovered that common blocks might influence the similarity assessment process of two objects. Many pieces of common data are found to be present in many files of the same and different types. These pieces are related to application-generated content, such as header/footer information, color pallets, font specifications, pieces are related to application-generated content, such as header/footer information, color pallets, font specifications, etc [47]. For instance, Moia et al. [46] show that removing such blocks from the similarity assessment may increase the similarity detection rate in some cases and even filter out many irrelevant matches. Thus, it is plausible to hypothesize that this same reasoning might apply to binary similarity.

We adapted the concept of common blocks to common instructions--i.e., instead of considering a set of bytes representative of a data pattern, we considered them representative of an instruction and its argument. The rationale behind this choice is that by removing common instructions that are present in all (or most) binaries, and thus that do not differentiate them, we allow the similarity hashing function to focus on the file contents that actually make them similar or distinct. In other words, we aim to make similarity scores more representative, since a similarity score considering instructions present in all binaries is naturally lifted due to this similarity. A drawback of the common blocks method is that the common block pattern might be removed from any file region, thus potentially removing more than it was designed to remove (e.g., removing actual data in addition to file headers). This problem is exacerbated when moving to instructions, since the same instruction at distinct file regions might imply distinct high-level behaviors. However, as in the common block's case, we expect the most common instructions to be statistically more significant in
Table 6: **Binary Sections of the malware samples in our dataset.** Each sample presents its own set of executable binary sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>.bss</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>.idata</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>.reloc</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bss</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>..tls</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>itext</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>.rdata</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.rsrc</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>UPX1</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>UPX0</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>.data</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.code</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>.edata</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>.text</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 21:** **Similarity Matches per Section.** Each section presents a distinct rate.

**Figure 22:** **Binary Sections Accuracy**
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**Figure 23:** **Binary Sections Precision**
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**Figure 24:** **Binary Sections Recall**
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**Figure 25:** **Binary Sections F1 Score**

**AV Clustering F1 Score vs Similarity Score**
non-essential code regions, such that we end up observing metrics improvements.

Considering the proposed method adaptation, we repeated the presented experiments now considering each binary instruction as a possible common block. In total, we considered 377 million unique combinations of instruction opcodes and arguments present in the disassembly of the executable sections of the malware binaries. Table 7 exemplifies the top 10 instructions most found in our datasets and that might be removed to improve malware detection rates.

Table 7: Common Blocks. Top 10 most removed instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>push &lt;reg&gt;</td>
<td>95.34%</td>
<td>nop</td>
<td>89.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pop &lt;reg&gt;</td>
<td>94.77%</td>
<td>int3</td>
<td>89.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inc &lt;reg&gt;</td>
<td>94.36%</td>
<td>cltd</td>
<td>88.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dec &lt;reg&gt;</td>
<td>94.19%</td>
<td>leave</td>
<td>83.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ret</td>
<td>94.18%</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>83.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We notice that the most prevalent instructions, individually or in combination, really reflect common binary constructions. More specifically, we notice their relation with function prologues (push) and epilogues (pop+ret). By removing these binary function’s surrounding instructions, we allow the similarity hashing function to focus on the similarity of the actual binary function’s content.

To evaluate our hypothesis in practice, we varied the ratio of the removed instructions (in % of the most common instructions) to identify the binary portion that most discriminates the binaries. Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29 presents, respectively, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score values obtained in the experiment while keeping 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% of the binary instructions (thus removing from 0% to 30% of the most common instructions).

This experiment sheds light on two important aspects of similarity hashing functions. First, we notice that, whereas removing a distinct number of common instructions did not improve the overall metrics, it also did not decrease them. This shows that approximate matching might also be successful in identifying similarity of corrupted data or code excerpts capture from partial memory dumps, which is key for analyzing malware. Further, we notice that the 70% threshold (removing the 30% most common instructions and keeping the remaining 70%) leads to an overall performance increase. We again highlight that this result is observed even considering the limits imposed by the AV labeling procedures, which shows that this strategy not only clustered more samples but also helped similarity hashing functions and the AV to agree on their clusters.

The behavior of all metrics in this experiment was very similar to in the previous one, but now achieving only slightly better results, which is expected, since the result has already been significantly improved by the adoption of the previous techniques (e.g., separating instructions from other sections). Even though, precision was the metric that most increased, which demonstrates that this technique has the potential to still increase the detection of similar samples in agreement with AV labels.

The obtained result is explained by the fact that by feeding the similarity hash with less data (70% of the total), the bytes are distributed distinctly within the similarity hashing function’s clustering buckets (see Section 2). This new bucket organization leads to distinct digest values, that lead to distinct similarity scores, and thus to distinct clusters.

Finding #18: Removing common instructions forces similarity hashing function’s internal buckets reorganization, which leads to similarity metrics increase.

5 Guidelines for the Application of Similarity Hashing Functions

With this work’s development, we discovered that although similarity hashing functions are already popular solutions in many contexts, there are still no guidelines for their application, with distinct researchers and solutions taking ad-hoc decisions on parameter selection. Our experiments presented results provide interesting insights about the scenarios in which distinct parameters and approaches lead to better usage of such functions. Therefore, aiming to help to bridge this guidelines gap, we propose some rules to be followed when designing and performing experiments with similarity hashing functions.

1. Be aware of the existing trade-offs when choosing a similarity hashing function.

   a. J-sdhash clusters more samples than ssdeep, thus being more suitable for tasks that require greater sample’s coverage.

   b. Ssdeep is faster than J-sdhash while presenting slightly lower similarity scores, thus being more suitable for performance-constrained environments.

      i. The cost of loading a database for matching is non-negligible for any of the two functions.

2. Always explicitly choose a threshold value and do not simply rely on tool’s default parameters and heterogeneous meanings. A threshold must reflect what and how much the researchers envision as similar or not.

   a. Be aware that distinct threshold values might lead to completely distinct dataset characterizations, thus making you to take opposite conclusions with its variations.

   b. Distinct threshold values perform better for distinct tasks, with smaller threshold values performing better for malware triaging and greater threshold values performing better for malware remediation and response.

3. Do not mix malware detection and malware family clustering, since they are distinct tasks, with distinct drawbacks.
Figure 26: Accuracy Removing Blocks
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Figure 27: Precision Removing Blocks
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Figure 28: Recall Removing Blocks
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Figure 29: F1 Removing Blocks
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4. When detecting malware samples:

(a) Considering sample’s similarity increases AV’s detection, since samples not detected by the AV can now be detected by their similarity with previously detected samples.

(b) Intermediate threshold values (e.g., 50%) present the best trade-off between malware detection and false positives.

(c) A good threshold choice (e.g., 50%) allows a similarity-based AV to detect a whole dataset without adding all of them to a database.

5. When classifying malware samples in families:

(a) Notice that A committee of AVs is a better ground-truth than individual AVs, since it reduces the heterogeneity of the AV’s labels.

(b) Individual AVs should be avoided because distinct AVs lead to distinct results, since they rely on distinct classification criteria.
   i. Many AVs classify samples as similar based on their file type and/or packer, regardless their actual content.
   ii. Avoid directly comparing packed and unpacked samples and prefer unpacking the samples whenever possible to maximize similarity scores.

(c) The application of individual AVs lead to low intra-cluster agreement, since the clusters created by the similarity hashing functions will be distinct from the clusters generated by the AVs.

(d) If using individual AVs are still the only possibility:
   i. Be aware that the AV that most detects samples is not necessarily the one that most clusters them, thus additional selection criteria are required.
   ii. Choose the AVs that best-fits the similarity hashing function results, so it allows one to check function’s improvements without the uncertainty of AV results.

(e) Remind that you can optimize the use of hash functions to achieve better results.
   i. Distinct binary sections present distinct similarity rates, as they implement distinct malicious behaviors and/or components.
   ii. Separating code and data increases similarity scores, as it avoid the distinct patterns exhibited in these two kinds of sections to be mixed.

A. Be careful when identifying executable sections as packed code might turn sections executable only in runtime.

iii. Removing common instruction increases similarity metrics, as it supplies the function with less data and it cause internal buckets rearrangements.

6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the limits of our evaluations and the implications of our findings.

The Importance of the Threshold Value. Our experiments have shown that the threshold value affects the number of clustered samples and thus the conclusions when characterizing a dataset. Therefore, we highlight the importance of researchers reporting the used threshold in their experiments to allow reproducibility and fair comparisons. There is currently no guideline for the threshold definition. We consider that this definition is a key open question towards the adoption of similarity metrics as standard for malware experiments and solutions. We expect our findings might help in bridging this gap and incentivizing future guidelines development. Meanwhile, we suggest researchers clearly stating their considered threshold values so as to allow reproducibility. Moreover, we suggest them open-sourcing their similarity solutions since the threshold value meaning changes from solution to solution.

Defining Ground-Truth is Hard. Our results have shown that the clusters originated from AVs and from similarity hashing functions differ significantly. We discovered that the main reason is that AVs generate labels based on detection heuristics and not on binary similarity. Therefore, there is a significant opportunity for the development of new methods and strategies for ground-truth definition. We consider it as an important step for allowing malware similarity experiments to be validated and new clustering/identification approaches to be compared to each other on the same basis.

The Advantages of Alternative Malware Representations. Due to the nature of the similarity hashing functions, our proposed AV only needs to upload the digest of a suspicious file to be scanned instead of the entire file content, which results in privacy and performance gains. This is made possible because the uploaded digest is, in fact, a short representation of the scanned file, which saves network bandwidth and presents itself as an effective and scalable alternative representation for malware detection.

Similarity hashing for triaging malware. A straightforward application of similarity hashing in the context of malware analysis and detection is to triage samples, i.e., to verify the sample is known or not. This task is often performed using cryptographic hashes (e.g., MD5 or SHA), which limits its application mostly to static databases. If similarity hashes were used, the triage procedure could be turned into the verification of whether there is a known way to handle that sample, despite its being known or unknown. Similarity hashes could then be used, for instance, to cluster new samples to the existing ones and thus the same procedures applied to that cluster would be applied to the new sample. This would allow the scaling of multiple triaging ap-
proaches, such as Google SafeBrowsing [29], as users would not need to upload entire files (but only their similarity digests) to the server to have initial feedback about the file security.

**Scaling Malware Variants Identification.** Multiple approaches have been proposed over time to identify malware variants. Some of them, such as those relying on dynamic analysis [14], are computationally expensive, despite effective, thus being not practical to handle large-scale databases. The reliance on similarity hashing functions proposed in this work allows an efficient and yet effective solution to handle large-scale databases. In our approach, suspicious files are matched only against representative samples of each cluster. Therefore, costly approaches can be employed at the server-side to define the cluster’s “leader” whereas our approach can be used to fast calculate the similarity between these leaders and the suspicious file.

**Identifying executable sections might be challenging.** The major drawback of relying on individual sections is that originally read-only sections can be turned into an executable one in runtime by malware samples. This type of information is only available for dynamic analysis procedures and not for static approaches like the ones proposed in this paper. Therefore, the best way of benefitting from this type of approach is to not perform this task statically at the client-side, but to outsource it to a more powerful agent, such as a cloud-based AV server, which might execute and trace the sample before matching its executable sections.

**Limitations** Whereas we believe our work covered a significant number of challenges in the application of similarity hashing functions to malware decision processes, we are aware that it has some limitations. For instance, ssdeep and J-sdhash are not the only similarity hashing functions that could be selected. We considered them in our evaluation due to their popularity, but other functions, such as TLSH variations, should also be evaluated to draw a broader landscape of the malware classification subject. Moreover, our dataset is only a limited view of the larger problem of malware handling. We do not claim that our findings generalize from this dataset to any other. Instead, our claim is that this dataset particularly highlights the challenges of malware classification using similarity hashing functions. We demonstrated that the challenges we pointed really occurred in a real dataset and thus they should be considered by professionals and researchers as they might appear during their investigative activities. However, other datasets might reveal distinct challenges, so more research is warranted.

**Future Work.** This work has shown alternative approaches for the application of similarity hashing functions. We believe that our findings might help to broaden the usage scenarios of this type of function. However, this work is not exhaustive and more research is warranted to investigate additional issues. For instance, whereas our work encompassed only MS Windows binaries, the same experiments should be repeated to assess whether the same conclusions hold for Linux and Android applications. In future work, we plan to investigate the impact of considering common blocks of multiple instructions in addition to single instructions and new sources of labels ground-truths.

## 7 Related Work

In this section, we present related work to better position our contributions. Whereas the main usage of similarity hashing functions is for sample triaging and clustering [25, 30], we below focus more specialized developments of similarity hashing.

**Approximate Matching.** Many functions were developed over the years trying to provide a lightweight solution, having as short as possible digests with generation and comparison times just as fast as traditional hash functions, such as SHA-1, SHA-2, etc. The more prominent functions include ssdeep [36], sdhash [60], mrsh-v2 [17], TLSH [54], and the most recent one, LZJD [59]. However, the most popular and the chosen ones for this work are ssdeep and sdhash, for being the first functions of their kind and target of constant research, regarding improvements [16, 46, 45] and discussing their detection capabilities [5, 20, 19].

**Approximate Matching and Malware.** The application of similarity hashing functions to binary files was well studied by Pagani et al [56], which investigates use cases such as library identification and binary recompilation. Malware are particular types of binaries whose analysis tasks can benefit from the application of similarity hash functions. These have already been reported to be applied in forensic procedures [64] and for hunting ransomware [50]. Their major application field, however, is the identification of malware variants [4].

**Drawbacks of Approximate Matching.** The application of similarity hashing functions presents some drawbacks, such as the ones mentioned by Pagani et al [56], related to a change in the binary structure of files. Since the functions employed in this work are meant to find similarity in the bytewise level, changes in the compiler during binary creation or due to packing and compressing techniques will negatively impact the use of the similarity hashing function in the assessment of similarity. A drawback related to their application in practice is the resulting cluster diversity. The application of similarity hash functions to IoT binaries produced the same trade-offs between cluster sizes and performance presented in this work [6].

**Design of new similarity hash functions.** A way to advance malware similarity identification solutions is to develop new similarity hash functions. Previous research works have identified the requirements for a good similarity hash function [55] and how it can inspire new applications [35], but there are still few works targeting the similarity of executable binaries [39], and more specifically proposing new functions that are malware-targeted [38]. We expect that this study might foster new research and that our findings might support their developments.

**Malware Variants Identification.** The identification of malware variants is a challenging task and multiple approaches have been proposed to address it: the use of n-grams [26], visual analytics [57], call graphs (CGs) [9], graph embedding [72], and dynamic analysis [2]. All of these approaches, however, are more computationally expensive than the here proposed application of hash functions. Additionally, nothing prevents these approaches to be used as
a complement to ours if applied over the clusters identified by the similarity hash functions.

**Other Matching Approaches.** Malware variants identification is not the only method that works by matching similar patterns. The same task is performed in the context of basic blocks comparison [1] and code reuse identification [69]. Similarity hashing is an important step part of these approaches and our findings are also valid to be applied along with them.

**Matching Strategies.** A key contribution of this work is to discuss matching criteria and strategies to effectively detecting common binaries. Whereas our focus is on malware detection, previous work presented related discussion in other fields, such as in Windows modules identification [41]. The application of this kind of strategy to malware samples is an open problem.

**Other Labeling Strategies.** In addition to AVs, other solutions might provide ground-truth information about malware families. For instance, many machine-based approaches have been proposed recently to address the problem of weak malware labels [73]. These approaches are varied, and might rely from static strings extracted from the samples [67], to artifacts extracted during dynamic analysis procedures [44]. Other approaches try to overcome malware classification challenges via the observation of their behaviors [49]. A major drawback of these approaches is that they are more costly (e.g., requiring runtime analysis) than relying on AV labels. Also, the implementation of these approaches is not often available during the practice of an analyst and/or forensic expert. Thus, we focused this work on the use of the widely-available AV labels.

**Cloud AVs.** A key insight of our evaluation is that the similarity hash-based matching will be outsourced to a cloud-based AV. The idea of a cloud AV is not new, but most solutions only move the same technology to the cloud and do not change how detection is performed [24]. In some cases, the detection is even outsourced to third part AVs [33]. In our proposal, in addition to the processing tasks, we also change the file scanning representation from signatures to similarity hashes and scores. This allows us to benefit from other cloud-based strategies, such as distributed data collection [23].

**The bias towards the easy cases.** In this paper, we tackled the problem of identifying similar malware samples in a real scenario, which brings many difficulties and limits the obtained results. Our goal with this evaluation is to highlight how challenging a theoretically-feasible task might become in a real scenario. In this sense, our evaluation follows the philosophy adopted in previous work to demonstrated that evaluating solution only using the “easy-to-classify” samples is not enough for a complete understanding of the problem. Previous works have already demonstrated that the high accuracy rates reported for both traditional [37] as well as emerging [7] (textures) malware clustering approaches might not be reproducible depending on how challenging the evaluated dataset is.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we investigated the limits and benefits of applying similarity hashing to clustering routines to enhance malware detection procedures applied to real-world datasets. We proposed an ideal model of a similarity hashing-based AntiVirus (AV) that applied two distinct similarity hash functions to a dataset of real malware samples collected over four years. We discovered that considering similarity scores might improve standard AV’s detection rates by up to 40% without raising False Positives. The centralized database model adopted by our AV along with our findings suggests that approaches so-far consider impractical, such as complex clustering procedures, might now be successfully implemented at the AV server level. On the other hand, we discovered that leveraging AV’s labels as ground-truth for malware similarity identification is challenging and requires additional steps to achieve reasonable results. For instance, we showed that considering only the most-representative binary instructions, i.e., the unique instructions of each binary or the ones with fewer occurrences in different files), leads to better similarity metrics than considering the entire binary, thus a better fit between the similarity hashing function and the considered AV.
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